
For vessels re-entering service after pandemic 
related lay-up, there is a real danger that potable 
water stored on board will have degraded 
and potentially stagnated. Stagnated water 
can remain within a temperature range of 
20- 45˚C, which provides the ideal conditions 
where micro-organisms can flourish in the 
absence of regular flushing regimes and the full 
implementation of on-board Fresh Water Safety 
Plans (FWSPs).

Star EndoSan can offer an ideal solution for 
operators as they seek to being vessels back into 
service, providing a proven, highly effective 
water treatment solution that is proven to 
eradicate Corona virus, Influenza, MRSA, 
Legionella, E-coli and biofilms.  
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Recommended protocols 
The following scenarios offer examples of how Star EndoSan 
can be utilised to assist operators in safely bringing vessels 
back into service and ensure that water systems are properly 
deep cleaned, sanitised and safe for use.  

Scenario 1: The vessel water system has been flushed 
regularly according to the FWSP during dockside period. 

1.       Drain the tank(s) and inspect. 
2.       Physically clean the tanks if necessary.  
3.       Dry the surfaces (or allow surfaces to dry) and spray 
          with Star EndoSan 3. Leave in place for 60 minutes. This 
          will kill all pathogens on the surfaces of the tank(s). 
4.       Fill one tank with enough water to flush all outlets on 
          the vessel. (Guide – 650 outlets requires approximately 
          7,000 litres).  
5.       Dose this tank with EndoSan 50 to achieve a  
          concentration of 500 ppm as hydrogen peroxide.  
          This requires 1 litre of EndoSan 50 per 1,000 litres  
          of water. 
6.       Flush this shock dosed water throughout and use test 
          strips to ensure that every outlet has been flushed with 
          this shock dose.  
7.       Leave in place for 12 – 24 hours.  
8.       Flush the system with fresh water prior to the vessel 
          being occupied again. The water is likely to be brown 
          from the removal/kill of the biofilm. 

Scenario 2: The vessel has been completely  
unoccupied and no water flushing has taken place.  
1.       Use the same procedure as above but, as the biofilm 
          will be more prevalent, dose the system to 2,500 ppm 
          as peroxide. This requires 5 litres of EndoSan 50 per 
          1,000 litres of water. 

2.       Always ensure that the system is open back to the 
          main tank. The pathogen kill will produce oxygen from 
          the EndoSan which must escape to atmosphere to 
          avoid pressurisation of the pipework system.
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